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It is reported that during enquiry it was learnt that the
person namely Kalyan Kumar Ghosh (Shyamal Kumar Ghosh as

mentioned in the paper cutting), s/o. Lt. Kesto Kanta Ghosh of
2412, Bangal Para 1tt Bye Lane, Howrah had a good relationship

with one Partha Bera whomrherin the year 2002 gave Rs. 3 lakhs

for business purpose and fr'om'the latter he used to get interest.

Recently the said partha Bera H stopped giving the said interest

by showing some financial problem. On 26.05.1g evening Kalyan

Kumar Ghosh with a view to pressurize the said partha Bera,

consumed some toilet cleaner and became ill and he was then

shifted to Jain Hospital, Howrah and got recuperated. During

enquiry Kalyan Kumar Ghosh refused to lodge any complaint

against anybody and stated that he had settled the dispute with

the said Partha Bera and he was not willing to lodge any complaint.

However, Kalyan Kumar Ghosh also admitted that the agreement

with Partha Bera was verbal and no documentation was done.

Statement of Kalyan Kumar Ghosh was also videographed.
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